
 
 

 

  ACTIVITY GUIDE                                                                                                                                                                                           

Guitar Party - Band  

Objectives: Guitar Party is a band that aims to put energy, tempo, mood, and excitement into music, and having a great time doing it.  
In this activity, you will learn creativity through chaos (or physical movement). Note: this is a multi-day activity, needs space for lots 
of physical movement, and is best with groups of 2 or 3.   

Standards (Suggested 3rd +):  

ELA: 

3.6.2.2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly  

3.8.8.8 - With prompting and support, create an individual or shared multimedia work for a specific purpose 

Arts: 

0.1.1.3.1 - Identify the elements of music including melody, rhythm, harmony, dynamics, tone color, texture, form, and their related concepts. 

0.1.2.3.2 - Sing and play with accurate pitch, rhythm, and expressive intent 

0.2.1.3.1 - Improvies or compose to express musical ideas using the voice or an instrument  

0.3.1.3.1 - Sing and play a varied repertoire that includes simple rhythms and melodies 

Science: 

3.1.1.1.1 - Provide evidence to support claims other than saying “Everyone knows that,” or “I just know,” and question such reasons when given by 
others 

3.1.1.2.1 - Generate questions that can be answered when scientific knowledge is combined with knowledge gained from one’s own observations 
or investigations 

3.1.1.2.3 - Maintain a record of observations, procedures, and explanations; being careful to distinguish between actual observation and ideas 
about what was observed 

3.1.1.2.4 - Construct reasonable explanations based on evidence collected from observations or experiments.  

PhysEd: 

S1.E2.3 - Travels showing differentiation between sprinting  and running 

S1.E6.3 - Performs a sequence of locomotor skills, transitioning from one skill to another smoothly and without hesitation  

  



 
 

 

Tools/Resources:  
MN Original video clip, iPad or tablet with Garageband or music creating equivalent app, chart paper, post-its, pencil, paper 

 

 

 
 

Video Clip:http://www.tpt.org/mn-original/profile/guitar-
party/video/Guitar-Party-30217/ 

 
 

 

Activity  

1) Watch the segment and discuss: 
a. After listening to this song, how does it make you feel?  Why? 
b. What kind of movement do you feel like doing to this song?  Why?  
c. Is it always important for song lyrics to make sense?  Why or why not?  

2) Day 1 Activity: 
a. On chart paper, create a table with three sections: hypothesis, experiment, outcome. Each group gets three post-it 

notes; for the first post-it, record what your hypothesis will be to this experiment: will exercise make me more 
creative or less creative?  Come up with a hypothesis.  Put your post-it on the chart under the “Hypothesis” section  

b. Play the Guitar Party video clip again, while it’s playing, everyone needs to run, skip, hop, leap, sprint, jog, and 
jump around throughout the duration of the song. 

c. With one or two partners, create a new jam song in Garageband (or similar app).  Determine beforehand who will be 
playing what instrument throughout the song. Create song. 

d. Play the Guitar Party video clip again, everyone needs to run, skip, hop, leap, sprint, jog, and jump around 
throughout the duration of the song. 

e. In same groups, work together to write simple lyrics to your song.  The lyrics do not need to make sense, but needs 
to make sense with your song. Have fun with it! 

f. Record experience as a group on a second post-it, put it up under the “experiment” section on the table, explaining 
what you noticed during the activity and what was interesting 

3) Day 2 Activity: 
a. Repeat activity, only this time, sit and listen quietly when the Guitar Party clip is played.  First time it’s played, 

create song; second time, write lyrics.   
b. Record on a third post-it what your experience was today, what you noticed, what was interesting, and place it under 

the “Experiment” section on the table  
4) Day 3 Activity: 

a. Results/Outcomes/Gallery Walk 
i. In your groups, write up an Outcome post-it, verifying or discrediting the first day’s hypothesis.   

ii. Gallery walk, listen to other groups’s songs and read their lyrics 
b. Discussion of experiment: 

i. Which experience was more enjoyable?  Why was it enjoyable?  Which day did you feel more “creative” 
Which of your songs did you prefer listening to/reading the lyrics?  Why?  

 


